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Approve new by- laws

S. C. discusses dorm rules
by Samme Orwig
Three topics were discussed at
the Student Congress' first meeting of the semester a week ago
yesterday. These included the setting of new by-laws, a Dorm
Council report, and an officers'
report.
The new by-laws were passed
in short time by the student
representatives. These laws merely
help in the ruling and organization
of the student government, and
they deal with recall, referendum,
initiative, meeting times, and the
posting of Student Congress decisions.
After researching the different
dorm situations on campus, along
with interviewing all the head
residents, the Dorm Council suggested that the individual house
councils should play a more important part in dorm life, and that
each council should adopt a constitution for itself.
Due to a lack of community
feeling, and involvement, the
Dorm Council suggested that
dorms could take the option to
raise dues, thus providing more
funds for projects and parties that
would increase the dorm community feeling.
Since some of the points discussed proved inapplicable or controversial, the council's resolutions were left for further discussion.
Finally, the officers' report
was presented. It was reported
that the officers have been meet-

ing with the dean of students
staff since November, and have
been discussing two major points
concerning student living.
The first point of discussion
concerned parietal hours. The
congress wished to basically reaffirm the existing statements on
parietals, but wanted to add that
individual living units should have
the option of changing their parietals. To do this, the living units
would have to petition the Campus Life Board.
The benefits of this would be
that each living unit would have
the responsibility of making its
own decisions and increase involvement. These decisions would
be made at the beginning of every
semester.
The other point of discussion
involved alcohol on campus. It
does "not want to be said that
Hope supports the consumption

of alcohol in public places on
campus. However, Congress is disputing whether the college has the
right to limit a person in private as
well as public places. Thus, Congress is suggesting that students be
given the right to drink privately
in their rooms on campus.
The point was raised that defining a "private" situation and
enforcing the new rule r would
present difficulties. According to
the present suggestion, enforcement would come only when alcohol came out of a room, or noise
and disruptions occurred because
of it. .
Various questions about the
proposal included: who would be
obligated to enforce these rules,
how can one enforce a rule when
the door to a room is shut and it
becomes a private place, and when
does it go beyond the jurisdiction
of peers and the RA's.
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DORM LIVING DISCUSSED—Various aspects of dorm life, ranging
from drinking to dues, were discussed at last week's Student Congress
meeting.
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No malestings reported
anchored inside

Bareman clarifies rumors

Loosen up at Johnson's
Late books-again

page 3
page 3

Snow White reviewed •

page 5

If the tumors are true, there
have been several molestings and
rapes on campus in the past few
weeks. Either these incidents have
not been reported or they are
merely rumors.
"Rumors have been widespread
and they have gotten way out of
proportion. The only report we've
received is that an employee of
Hope was abducted near E. E. Fell
Jr. High School. The woman
managed to get away from the
man and was not raped or seriously harmed," said Glenn Bareman, director of public safety.
This incident occurred two
weeks ago; the abductor has not
yet been caught.
"There have also been reports
of a young man who has been
window-peeking at cottages and
residence halls, but there is no
apparent connection between
these two incidents. The public
safety department and Holland

Hageman lecture
scheduled Thurs.
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BOTTOMS UP-Not everyone complains about all the snow we've been
getting. This student has found a way to Make the most of those piles
of mow all over tpwn. Now that's using y o u r . . . uh . . . head?

The president of New Brunswick Seminary will present a lecture next Thursday during Community
Hour
in
Wichers
Auditorium of the Nykerk Hall of
Music.
Dr. Howard Hageman, who is
also a regular columnist for the
Church Herald, will speak on
"The Reformed Church and the
American Revolution/'
Hageman's visit is sponsored by
the religion department and supported by a grant from the Danforth Foundation.
^
Hageman was awarded an
honorary Doctor of Letters degree
from Hope last spring for his
contributions to the church.

Police Department are working on
these complaints," Bareman said.
Bareman sent out a memorandum to head residents and resident assistants last week informing them of the reports and
requesting that the rumors be
clarified.
"Last year there were three
incidents in one night of a man
near the library grabbing women,
pinching them and running away.
None were reported until the next
day and the molester was not

caught. The problem is that the
women wait so long before/ reporting anything," Bareman said.
It's a good precaution for any
female student not to walk alone
after dark. If a woman can't find a
friend to walk with on or near
campus at night and would like a
male escort she may call the chaplain's office, 2238; public safety,
2646; the A-PJii-O house, 2115; or
Jon Post, 2116. The escort system
was suggested by Post and approved by Bareman.

AAB affirms present
exam week policy
The Academic Affairs Board
agreed to affirm the present examination week policy as stated in
the faculty handbook at its meeting last Friday morning. The
action came following a request
from Provost David Marker that
the board examine the present
policy and either recommend its
enforcement or explore other alternatives.
Marker said that he had received a number of complaints
from students that exams were
given during the last week of
classes rather than during exam
week. - .
"We could probably enforce
the present policy, but it would
be difficult," he said.
As the policy stands, faculty
members are advised to give final
exams during the exam week unless circumstances require otherwise. Marker said problems might
arise over what a faculty member
and his office consider sufficient
cause to change an exam daie.

Associate Professor of Education Dr. James Bultman, however,
stated that the present policy
"could be enforced at the department level."
Dr. Donald Williams, professor
of chemistry, suggested requiring
a statement from a teacher explaining why he or she is changing
the scheduled date of a final
exam.
Whether or not a scheduled
exam week is the best thing was
another of Marker's concerns.
Senior Stew Graham agreed that as
it is "it is aimed at breaking up
the possibility of all of a student's
test coming on one day."
Bultman stated that a fault of
the present policy is that hour
tests are given. during the last
week of classes, comprehensive
exams 'are given during exam
week, "so we have two weeks
practically shot/' .
Keeping exaip week, but not
giving any.-tests fotJhe last three
days of class, was suggested by
continued on page 3, column 1
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JEFFERSON AND 1776-Columnist Garry Wills spoke yesterday during community hour on Thomas Jefferson and the Revolutionary War
years. Wills' visit was sponsored by the Cultural Affairs Committee..

Applications available
for Baker scholarships

The world
by K. Gary Hasek
/ andTom Westervelt
In his letter to the Romans, Paul challenges his
readers "do not be conformed to this world, but be
transformed by the renewing of your mind, that
you may prove what the will of God is, that which
is good and acceptable and perfect."
There prevails a number of different conceptions
of "the world." To some the very term conjures up
frightful images of hatchet-brandishing heathens
who thrive on Fundamentalist blood. Some feel
"the world" consists of the set of all people "who
disagree with a) my social class, b) my denomination, c) me (choose one)."
The first century believers addressed by Paul
were perhaps better off than we, not having had the
disadvantage of 2,000 years of use and misuse>of the
term. In fact, it may have been for them quite a
switch to behold this image from the "inside,"
having been ' Gentiles" all their lives.
And today in generaj we tend to picture "the
world," "the world's thinking," and "the world's
ways," etc., as the behavior of "those others."
Certainly not Christians.
But what is the Christian principle expressed in
the verset It is, that we should allow no person or
thing other than God to shape our attitudes or
behavior.
And suddenly a whole new realm of possible
interpretations of "the world" is opened to us,
including "Christian" attitudes or behavior.
How many times have you gone to Chapel
because God gave you a desire to attend, rather than

Applications for the George F. of the stipend will be determined
Baker Scholarship are now avail- by the financial need of the inable at; the provost's office, Van dividual.
Raialte Hall, until Feb. 13."Baker
The last day for accepting cornscholars are selected for their lead- .pleted applications is March 1.
ership qualities, character and academic record. The donors expect
that the majority of scholarship
holders will be students who plan
to make constructive business
Due to the reactionary nature
by Tim Mulder
activity their life work, but any
of
Christianity, the Ministry of
Christians are reactionaries!
sophomore or junior who is in
good , academic standing may While some religions require Christ's People, which operates
merely a belief in certain dogmas, out of the Chaplain's office, has a
apply.
During
the
undergraduate Christianity requires action in branch called Social Ministries..
period. Baker scholars attend addition to belief. While some The purpose of Social Ministries is
weekly seminars with individuals religions follow an isolationist to serve two basic functions.
The first is to provide students
who have distinguished themselves policy of self-contemplation and
in the field of business. The semi- meditation, Christianity calls for a the opportunity to give expression
nars may include visits to busi- whole world conscience to meet to their faith through action.
nesses and factories.
the needs of all creation. Chris- Some of Hope's students serve as
Each scholarship will continue tianity is primarily a response of volunteer probation officers for
for a maximum of two successive gratitude, out of which man finds the Ottawa County Probation
Court, while others are tutors for
undergraduate years. The amount his total fulfillment.
children and adults with reading
problems.
All around us are people with
Valentine
needs, and Social Ministries tries

because you were brought up that way?
How often have you "prayed" before a meal
because God gave you a thankful spirit for the food,
rather than out of habit, or perhaps, out of fear to
be seen not praying?
How frequently have you joined Bible studies,
partaken in prayer meetings, witnessed, given to
charity, or taken Communion, for the wrong reasons?
Jesus said, "Beware of practicing your piety
before men, to be seen by them." He also said,
"Woe to you! For you clean the outside of the cup
and the dish, but inside they are full of robbery and
self-indulgence."
Religious activities engaged in out of improper
'motives have a habit of becoming a religion to
themselves. Those who claim to be justified by God
in Christ cannot afford to rely on any other means
to acceptance. "The world" will pass away!
Religious organizations, though valuable, can
unconsciously foster poor attitudes on the part of
their constituents. We all build religious habits into
our lives which quickly degenerate into unChristian
activities if not carefully supervised. Paul knew of
this inevitable degeneration, but that didn't stop
him from issuing the warning. He knew that God
judges us as individuals on the basis of our personal
response to His love and justice.
This is what it truly means to be "alive"-alive to
God! For He has raised us to life in Jesus Christ, and
we must be diligent, to avoid behaving like dead
men and women.

Social Ministries—faith through action

PREGNANCY
A PROBLEM...?

Call Birthright...396-5840
FREE PREGNANCY TEST
-CONFIDENTIAL-

Gifts and Cards

BAKER BOOK HOUSE

to meet some of them.
Social Ministries' second function is to serve as a source of
information and
stimulation.
People, even on a college campus,
cannot afford to live in an egg
shell. The problems and issues
which confront our world confront the student as well.
Last fall, two Hope students
attended a meeting of the Reformed Church Christian Action
Commission. The task of the commission is to research social issues
and propose modes of action concerning those issues to the denomination.
Those students will again be

Activities Calendar
FRIDAY, JANUARY 30

Looking for Something
New and Different?
'

j.

^

'

WE HAVE SOMETHING
FOR EVERYONE!
GIFTS - BRIEFS AND ATTACHE CHASES
STATIONERY - SCHOOL AND OFFICE SUPPLIES
SCRAP BOOKS - PHOTO ALBUMS
PLAYING CARDS - CHESS SETS
GAMES-PUZZLES
HALLMARK CARDS AND PARTY GOODS
LARGEST SELECTION OF GREETING CARDS
ANYWHERE...!

Concert: JBC Band & Show, DWCC Main Theater, 8 p.m.,
$1.25
Movie: Oliver, Winant's, 7 & 10 p.m., $1.00
SATURDAY, JANUARY 31

Movie: Oliver, Winant's, 7 & 10 p.m., $1.00
Coffee House: Tom Bartha, Blues, Comedy, Traditional
Folk, Pit, 9 to midnight
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 2

Harpsichordist: John Hamilton, Wichers, 8 p.m.
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 3

Movie: Hearts and Minds, Winants, 7 p.m.
Women's JV Basketball: Glen Oaks Community College,
Armory, 4:30 p.m.
Women's Basketball: Calvin, Armory, 6:30 p.m.
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 5

Lecture: Dr. Howard Hageman, Wichers, 11 a.m.
Coffee House: Guy and Pipp Gillette, Pit, 9 & 10:15
p.m.
vFRIDAY, FEBRUARY 6

Wt Cash
Penonal Checks
/
STATIONERS
DOWNTOWN, NEXT TO PENNEY'S

ON THE MALL
IN BEAUTIFUL DOWNTOWN HOLLAND
x- • • >
_ .jap j

attending the, spring meeting of
the commission, and will hopefully be able to report to us what
the commission is currently involved in.
During the month of February,
Social Ministries will be bringing
two speakers to campus for what
is to be called a "dinner discussion
hour." The dinner discussions will
be informal meetings. Anyone
who wants to attend should
simply bring their tray through
the Phelps dinner line and into
Phelps conference room.
They will be kept to one hour
in length, from 5:30 to 6:30.
On Thursday, February 12,
Andy Vander Wall, chaplain of
Kent County Jail, will give a slide
presentation on life in Michigan's
jails, as well as telling us of his
work with those people.
Then, on Wednesday, February
25, George Apvardy, associate
editor of the Muskegon Chronicle
and former anchor editor, will be
talking about some of the major
issues in the news today, and how
he, as a Christian, deals with those
issues.
This week I was informed that
there are over 100 Vietnamese
refugees in Holland. Many of
them are having problems with
the English language. If anyone
would be interested in volunteering to tutor one of these people,
they should contact either the
rectory at St. Francis de Sales, or
myself (Tim Mulder, ext. 2115).

Movie: Longest Yard, Winants, 7 & 10 p.m., $1.00
Coffee House: Guy and Pipp Gillette, Pit, 9, 10:15 &
11:30 p.m.
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 7

Movie: Longest Yard, Winants, 7 & 10 p.m., $1.00
Basketball: Calvin, Civic Center, 8 p.m.
Coffee House: Guy and Pipp Gillette, Pit, 9, 10:15 &
11:30 p.m.

c
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' BOOK SWAP
Come In and swap paperbacks
or buy them for less than 50%
of original price-your choice
...classic, tnysteries, detective
war stories, romance and
non-fiction.
534 South Shore Dr.,
at The " Y "
Behind King's Party Store

J
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Barber uses reflexology method for massages
by Stew Galloway
If you've got a sore neck, rub
your big toe, it migh* help. Although Ernest Johnson will not
(and cannot by law) claim that
reflexology and muscle stimulation can be a panacea for arthritic
ailments and the like, he will say
that it makes you feel good and can
relieve tensions.
Johnson runs one of the two
massage studios in Holland and
has been doing massage work for
about five years. "I just tfy to
make them feel a little better than
when they came in," Johnson
commented.
The people who come in for a
back, foot, head or neck massage
are usually 30 years and older. "I
get many people 60 years and up
who have arthritis and minor foot
problems such as corns and
bunions." Johnson also said that
he relieves neck and shoulder
aches for a number of truck
x
drivers.
People who are not truck
drivers come in, too. "Two or

Sponsor raffle
to raise money
. Residents of Phelps Hall are
sponsoring a raffle to raise money
for the proposed physical education center. Tickets are $1.
Th^ drawing will be ^held on
Feb. 7 during halftime of the
Hope-Calvin game. First prize is a
Sony color portable television set
and second prize is a $25 gift
certificate from Mr. Guy.
Students will be around
campus, in the dinner lines %nd at
the basketball game selling tickets.
Further information can be obtained from Phelps residents.

three times guys have' come in
from the big city looking for
something extra," stated Johnson,
"but I set them straight pretty
quick."
Johnson has been barbering for
30 years and his shop in Holland
is his third. About four years ago
the National Institute of Reflexology came through Michigan and
gave a seminar on foot massage.
This is where Johnson received his
most recent training and certification. "I can't claim that what I do
cures anything, but if it does help
then that's fine."
At barber college the students
were taught some face and head
massage and Johnson does a little
rubbing as a regular part of any
haircut. Five years ago he expanded on the idea and eventually
made it a regular business. "You
didn't have to get a license then
but you do now. A bill was
recently signed which states that
an aspiring masseur must take two
years of courses to qualify," Johnson said.
"The bill is a tool to clean up
the 'exotic' parlors and the license
will enable the state to come in
and inspect a studio anytime."
Johnson also said that he has read
through a number of books on the
subject, including Scandinavian
cind Far Eastern techniques. "I try
to use a little bit of everything,"
Johnson said.
When a customer enters the
back room of the barber shop
(not knowing what to expect) he
is met by an unassuming array of
equipment. Whirlpools, hand vibrators, heat machines, gels for
electrosonic therapeutic ultrasound and muscle stimulation,
oils, talc and towels (lots of
towels).

On my particular visit I chose
to have my back massaged. Johnson began by applying oil of clove
and firmly rubbed it in with his
hands. He then used a large handheld vibrator with a number of
v different sized attachments.
While Johnson worked I
looked at the Ingham Reflexology
Methdd of Compression Massage
chart. There were diagrams of the
right and left foot which pin-pointed the areas of the feet to be
worked on. Rubbing a certain
spot may aid the ears, neck, lungs,
liver, spinal vertabrae and other
parts of the body.
I am not Johnson's only satisfied customer. Chaplain William
Hillegonds is a regular client after
a hard working day or a game of
handball. "It's a great place. The
cares of the vyorld get rubbed
away," Hillegonds commented.
If you would like to read a
little on the subject and perhaps
practice some reflexology, Eunice
I. Stopfel's two books. Stories the
Feet Can Tell, and Stories the

Feet Have Told, probably have
stories they could tell.

Lost and found

Book orders cause hassles

By December 1, 1975, based
on registration figures, the HopeGeneva Bookstore had completed
its orders for spring semester
books. But by January 26, students still found some of the
bookshelves empty.
Mark Cooke, bookstore manager,. stated, "Every year there is
some kind of mix-up; whether it's
our fault, the professors' or the
publishers' fault, the students are
the ones to get hurt."
Annually, the bookstore has to
cope with unforeseen circumstances. Before ordering, Cooke
has to estimate the number of
The program would make use of books that will be sold back to
the facilities of the proposed the bookstore. Also, the drop-add
phys. ed. center.
list makes it difficult for Cooke to
Under the proposed program a order the exact number of books
student would be evaluated in listed by the professors.
terms of fitness and physical de"Of course if a professor had
velopment and then .monitored % ordered an excess of books for his
through a course designed to fit class many times before, we tend
his or her particular physical to cut down his order," Cooke
needs.
said. "It's just that some profs
Marker stated that such a pro- ' have a good idea of enrollment,
gram "might be attractive to the while others don't, so conseKellogg Foundation." '
quently there is an excess of
After the meeting, Graham said books."
He added, "If a teacher tends
that although he supports the
program on a personal and volun- to list a book as required and in
tary basis, he does not think it the past had omitted it from the
should be required. "Under the list of necessary Aooks, we also
proposal a student would have to adjust the number.'"
This semester, many factors
earn points for improvement. It
seems if he wants to be fat, he contributed to the shortage of
should have the freedom of choice many books. Fewer books were
sold back to the bookstore last
to be fat." •
semester than/ were expected.

Phys. ed. department
proposes change
continued from page 1

Williams. "But I would like to see
it as a matter of courtesy to
students, not as a matter 6f
policy," he said.
Marker stated that he has given
"considerable thought to an alternative," such as leaving the last
week open* to the teacher as a
time for testing or teaching. However, he said he does not have
sufficient data to make a definite
proposal.
The board agreed that the
present policy be maintained and
enforced, and then reconsidered
when Marker gathers more information.
The AAB also discussed a proposal by the physical education
department that the phys. ed.
requirement be changed to include both aerobics and activities.

Hoehler selected for
URTA nat'l auditions

Richie Hoehler, senior theater
major, has been selected to audition for the University Residence
Theater
Association
(URTA)
national auditions in late March.
Hoehler was one of 185 students
that competed in the regional
auditions of URTA in Lansing on
January 10 and 11. Only 36 students were selected to compete
with students from 12 other regions at the nationals.
Hoehler had been nominated
by Hope's theater faculty to audition at the regional competition.
His audition consisted of two contrasting monologues and a song.

totaling no more than five
minutes (the maximum amount
permitted).
Attending and judging the
URTA auditions in late March at
Ann Arbor will be professors from
graduate school theater programs
and actor training programs.
Those selected as finalists could
win scholarship^ to graduate
school and professional actor
training schools.
Hoehler is presently playing
the . role of Billy Crocker in the
upcoming theater production of
Anything Goes, opening February 26.

RUB YOUR CARES AWAY-Ernest Johnson's Massage Studio Is one
of two in Holland. Among his satisfied customers is Hope's own
Chaplain Hillegonds.

SUPRISE!!!
THE CRAZY HORSE, WHERE
YOU CAN GET A GREAT
SANDWICH, NOW INTRODUCES
DINNER. BRING A DATE
HERE AND SNOW HER
FOR NOT SO BAD A PRICE.
STEAK - SPAGHETTI
SALAD BAR
V

CRAZY HORSE
200 EAST 8th, HOLLAND

Another reason cited by Cooke
was that publishers are currently
bowled over with business. However, if the book company delivers
late, there is no penalty clause in
the bookstore's contract with
them.
An example of the difficulties
Cooke encounters is the book
Government by the People, re-

quired for Political Science 101
this semester. Press Hall sent out
23 cartons with no mailing labels.
Only seven of those were lost, but
when all deliveries had been made
to the bookstore. Government by
the People was still not in.
Cooke called the publisher and
was told the books had been
shipped and would arrive in the
near future. When the shipment
arrived, however, the books were

not among the delivered freight. A
second phone call obtained the
information that the books were
on a truck in Grand Rapids that
would arrive in Holland on Monday. This time, the truck delivered
but to the maintenance department, not to the bookstore. By
Tuesday, the cartons had found
their way to the bookstore-but
there were no books inside.
Cooke said that "the ideal
would be to have a book for every
person who wanted one." But
inevitably, there would be an'excess. As it is, the bookstore loses
from $2,000 to $3,000 each year
because of extra books/
"It's a problem for everybody.
Each year we try to ensure against
late orders, but a hassle always
comes up," Cooke said.

Every Wednesday.
AN O NOW...
CONTINUED ON FRIDAY IS THE
ORIGINAL...

FLAMING
HOG
NIGHT
AT CORAL GABLES
.
OLD CROW BAR
SAUQATUCK, MICHIGAN

You Can't Beat It!
40c DRINKS AND 40c BEERS
$1.00 ADMISSION - 6 'TIL 10:30
BIG JAM SESSION SUNDAYS AT 4:00 P.M.

HELP WANTED
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AWS—unrealized potential
The National Association of Women Students,
AWS, Hope's only association for and by all
women, has been inching along a tightrope,
waivering between traditional and more contemporary roles. Attempts are now bein{) made to
renew the purpose and goals, keeping in mind the
needs of the people now.

it is the responsibility of the woman to give men
their freedom as people.
If we perceive their sensitivity as they have been
expected to perceive ours, if we admit that men
are not innately richer than women, not only will
we know ourselves as whole people, but men may
also expefience the wholeness of humanity of
which they tooliave been.deprived.
Next week, Thursday, February 5, there will
be an open organizational meeting to revise the
constitution of AWS. The changes initiated will
not only be apparent this year, but in the years
to come.
Should AWS change its name (the " A " does
not stand for "anonymous"), and discontinue
Though, formerly AWS has been responsible for paying those national dues financed through our
such carifpus activities as Bust-Out and the Nykerk activities fee? Should traditional activities be
breakfast, interest in maintaining these duties is continued and what new events should be added
vanishing, especially as faithful seniors graduate, to the timetable? Do we need fundraisers to
leaving uninformed women with an empty sponsor a weekend experience or reknown guest
calendar of events.
lecturers?
Hopefully, these decisions won't be made at a
Here at Hope, women have the potential to
support one another using the structure of an round table discussion with three people.
organization as a source for guidance and strength. Underclass women are particularly invited and
Such a group could serve to create powerful bonds urged to attend, as are all concerned women on
of co-operation in the community. In such a vital campus. And all women are potentially active
environment where adolescents reach adulthood, members.
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. From then on, supper at Phelps cafeteria has become a depressing time as I
observe and contemplate the amount of
food wasted, the inconsideration and selfishness of many "educated" Hope students
and the unjustified deprivation of many of
my own people in Malaysia.
Each time I sit down to supper my
attention is drawn to the food strewn on
the carpeted floor—pieces of rolls, meats,
lettuce and ice cream cones. Many tables
are littered with spilled pepper, salt, pop,
ketchup, ice cream and milk.
Salt and pepper shakers are overturned
with their caps removed. Some caps are
replaced on the overturned shakers, fooling
other innocent diners who would find
themselves spilling salt and pepper helplessly.
Standing by milk machines (waiting for
my turn to fill up my glass) I notice
students filling their glasses till they overflow.
Sometimes, I sit facing the door leading
from the serving line and the door leading
to the dish crew-1 watch trays heaped
with food (typically-3 glasses of pop or
milk, a huge dish of main portion, 2 or 3
rolls, a heaping bowl of salad, 2 dishes of
dessert) passing through the first door and
trays with big portions of leftovers lining
into the second door.
It is difficult for me to accept these
actions. I try to account for them-"they
are just disgusted with Saga's food. After
all they paid fof the food they waste too:"
But as I allow these thoughts to run
through my mind I realize that the important issue is not the food dissipated. It is
the tense of value and priorities that many
Hope students have yet to learn and to
straighten o u t
Ever since I was a child, I have been
* taught to value food. I remember very
vividly a time when I spilled some rice on
the floor and grandfather insisted that I
bend down to pick up the grains and place
tktm b&ck into my bowl. "It is better for
you to suffer from food poisoning than not
to realize that there are many who go to
bed hungry every day."
My sense of value changed from that

day on. Today, I know that I cannot help
world hunger much with the limited
amount I have but I believe that I can do
much more by not wasting food and by
being an example to others.
I spend most of my time on campus, a
lot of that time in the cafeterias. Hope
students are the representatives of the
United States to foreign students like me.
I have always had the concept that the
United States is one of the world's biggest
donors to world hunger and aid. It is still
true and I still believe in that. But I cannot
see how it is possible for people who are
concerned about world hunger to waste
4
food.
i ^ ^ U n i t e d States through Hope
* students and I might never have the chance
^ more of it. The possibility is great of
j^y returning to Malaysia with only the
concepts I gather through living, studying
dining with Hope students. "
It is important that I see the real
America. Are Hope students representative
of America? Is America laying waste her
plenty while advocating a policy of world
aid and peace?
America-a land of abundance. Saga
cafeteria-a scene of dissipation?
Bee-Chin Tan
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Student deplores waste
"Quick, let's go!" ;
v
"Why?" I asked bewildered.
. "They're going to throw
food."
"What?" My heart sank ill disgust as I
turned to see a group of young men aiming
meat, lettuce and ice cream cones at
another group in front of us. We were
sandwiched! We moved.
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art buchwald

$394 billion?

WASHINGTON-It's possible that one the $394 biUion?"
"He hopes to get it from you."
or two persons in this country are confused
"I don't have'$394 billion."
about President Ford's budget for 1977 so
"I didn't mean you personally. I*meant
I will be happy to take questions.
you as a taxpayer. If everyone pays his
"How much is $394 billioa?"
"I'm sorry, I didn't understand the taxes and no one cheats, we will have $394
billion, minus, of course, the $43 billion
question."
"President Ford said the federal budget which we'll have to borrow from the
for next year would be $394 billion. How American people."
much is that in money?"
"I can't lend the government $43 bil"I don't think you should think in lion. I would if I knew what it looked
terms of money. You should think of it in like."
terms of services that your country will .
"The government doesn't expect you to
provide you in the future: better housing, lend it $43 billion. Just lend it anything
health protection, employment opportuni- you can afford."
ties, a stronger defense and a chance for
"After I pay my taxes, I won't have any
your children to have a better life than you money to loan the government."
did. I would also like to point out to you
"That's not true. The President has
that this budget provides for only a $43 advocated a $10 billion tax cut in addition
billion deficit."
to the one he has already given you, which
- "How much is $43 billion in money?" comes to $28 billion. You can use some of
"I don't know how much it is in money, that money to buy bonds which is a way of
but it is $33 billion less than the deficit for loaning the government money."
1976 which fiscally, as you know, was a
"How much is $28 billion?"
bad year."
.
"I have no idea. I've never seen $28
"Where is President Ford going to get billion. No one has ever seen $28 billion."
"Well, if no one has seen it how do we
know it's t h e r e ? " '
"Because each family will share in the
tax cut and you'll see your part of it."
"Okay, so I get my share of the $28
billion. What do I do next?"
"Well, it doesn't come out to $28
praise and encouragement where they are billion, because at the same time you get a
At last I've found a use for the anchor. I
fitting. I appreciate greatly the diversity of tax cut you will also get a raise in Social
have a paper trained puppy and your paper
presents the benefit of not__ revealing
the paper shown so far this semester, as Security which will be deducted from your
well as the expressed concern for the needs paycheck."
whether he has used it since his additions
blend in perfectly with your additions to
and desires of the. readers. I hope that the
<ij jy^ew the President wouldn't give me
the newsprint (except, of course, Dooneseditors will continue this policy, and that j 2 8 billion. He was just playing with me
bury).
the readers will take this extended oppor- 'because it was an election year.' "
In all seriousness, there's "a time to
tunity to aid in directing the publication
"That's not true. Someday when you're
toward maximum service of its readership. old and gray you'll be glad the President
break down and a time to build up," so
John P. Yeutter took more money c u t of your paycheck."
perhaps I should offer a few words of.
,"Ronald Reagan said he'd give me $90
billion."
"He did not. He said he would let you
Under the authority of die Student Communications and Media
keep $90 billion that you now give the
Comnktee, the anchor is published weekly, except during vacation,
federal government for welfare programs
holiday and examination periods, by and for the students of Hope
that don't work. He feels you can spend it
College, Holland, Michigan. Subscription price: $8 per year. Member,
better than the bureaucrats in Washingthe Associated Collegiate Press. Printed by the Composing Room,
ton."
Grand Rapids, Michigan. Office located on ground floor of Graves Hall.
"Has Ronald Reagan ever seen $90
Telephone 392-5111, extension 2285. The opinions on this page are
'billion?"
"I doubt it."
not necessarily those of die Hope College student body, faculty or
"Then how does he expect me to deal
administration.
with it? I've got a very small house. I
Editor 7.»
RobertEckert
Subscriptions Manager
Tom Page wouldn't know where to put it."
"It's obvious t h a t ^ o u can't think in
Associate Editor
Barbara Brown Critiques Editor . . . ;
Jim Lampert
Assistant Editor
.Suzanne Watterson Reporters. . .Barb Brainard, Samme Orwig, grand concepts abbut money."
"That's what my wife says. She says if I
Copy Editor
Ken Kutzleb
Terry Graham, Margie Johnson,
saw
a billion dollars in the street I probably
Sports Editor
Mel Vandermolen
Tom McConrkm, Marcy Darin,
wouldn't even have the sense to pick it
Photography Editor
Randy Putala
Phillip Virgen, Doug Irons,
up."
Cartoonist
Stoppels
- Bob Post, Doug Paine
(c) 1976, Los Angeles Times
Bunness-Advertising
John Van Zanten
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Fa/ry tales can be relevant and enjoyable
; The following is written by Jim
Lampert He reviews Walt Disney

Productions' Snow White and the
Seven Dwarfs.

Now that the skepticism about
doing a review on what is obviously a "children's movie" is over,
and you have, hopefully, calmed
down enough to read this with an
open mind, there are two main
concepts which must be kept in
mind when looking at a "children's movie" such as this.
Firstly, the movie has relevance
to today and your private college
lives; and secondly, the movie is
enjoyable from many standpoints.
What follows is a look at the
movie from what might be termed
a "rational" point of view.
"Snow White" started out as a
fairy-tale, written long ago by the
Brothers Grimm. For those of you
who know the story, you may
want to skip over this part to the
guts of the review; for those
who do not, a brief summary
would include: how the wicked
Queen threw Snow White out of
the house and ordered her killed
to satisfy her insatiable ego.
And how Snow White's appointed killer let her escape and
brought back the heart of a pig to
show the Queen that his mission
was complete. And how the
Queen found out and planned to
kill Snow White by using a
poisoned apple to make her sleep
forever.
And then how Snow White
befriended seven men in the forest
by cleaning their house, and lived
with them until the Queen came
by. And how the Queen got Snow
White to -eat the apple, but in
doing so caused her own selfdestruction.
And how the men, or Dwarfs,
mourned over Snow White until a

Prince came by and restored her
with a kiss of true love, from
whence they lived happily ever
after. But this is all history.
The real question then remains
of how relevancy and enjoyment
fit into the overall scheme of
things, and why in the world
would anyone want to do a review
on such a simple story? For all
you* "logical,
college-minded
people," the answer is two-fold.
The first way of looking at the
story is by seeing it as a fantasy,
as a pure fairy-tale. Granted, in
today's society there are no "real"
wicked Queens, and no Snow
Whites who stumble on little men.
But even though there aren't, the
mythical atmosphere is still there.
Remember back to the days
when comic books and television
shows made your play-time out-,
doors flm? When you would try
to emulate all those heroes you
saw on the "boob-tube"? Somehow those days aren't all gone.
Today it might be a job that
you are wishing for, or maybe a
fantastic class that would come
along and make your major all the
more interesting. These wishes are
what might be called "fairy-tales,"
or something you know can't happen but you wish would. You
know you don't want to work all
your life, so why not wish for a
job that would make you a millionaire in a year so you won't
have to work anymore?
By seeing a movie such as
Snow White, the chance to sit
back and remember those days
once again is revived, and a
simulation of your imagination
comes to life. After all, "fairytales can come true, they can
happen to you," as the song goes.
It is not only nice to hear, but
also quite healthy for a logical
person such as yourself to have an
imagination once in a while. And

written by Guy while serving a
prison sentence for draft resistance during the Vietnam War. It
was a landmark case that went all
the way to the Supreme Court,
only to be defeated by an 8-1
vote.
Combining rock rhythms, ballads and blues, the duo have been
filling coffee houses and New
York clubs for the past year.

^Although feature stories on students who spend a
semester off campus have always appeared in the
anchor, the "wheres" of those semesters have
changed a great deal. In 1919 there was the story of
Private Baker who was photographed beside President Woodrow Wilson in Paris, and Corporal Vander
Noort, whose "favorite pastime during the night
consisted of working a machine gun and shooting at
the German aeroplanes which tried to bomb the
camp." And although the armistice had been signed,
Americans weren't quite ready to call Germans their
friends. "Vander Noort tells of finding a dead
American dough boy, with a smoking pistol in his
hand, in front of three 'good' Germans."
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that extra bit for your roommate,
or reading that extra bit in your
class to be better prepared, to
bring the whole thing down to
scale. What it all boils down to is
taking the time to try and help
your fellow man out, rather than
to leave the messy house for the
dwarfs to clean up.
Now i it would be highly unrealistic to say that Snow White
and the typical Hope student are
one and the same. No one can sing
like that. But the road from the
house in the woods to the room in a
dormitory is a little easier to see.
I believe it is quite feasible to
say that by looking at the movie
(and the story) Snow White, and
by seeing all that it can offer in
your everyday lives, things for
you would become more enjoyable, and you might see that
fairy-tales can be relevant.
Find a piece of yourself in the
movie; you might not get a Prince,
but at least you'll live happily ever
after.

Concert slated
for Monday
Sponsored by the music department, Dr. John Hamilton
from the University of Oregon
will present a concert on harpsichord Monday at 8 p.m. in
Wichers Auditorium in the Nykerk Hall of Music.
Hamilton will be performing
the "Goldberg Variations" in its
entirety.

a century of hope

*The death of James Russell Lowell was commemorated during ,a Friday morning chapel service
in which the speaker described him as "the greatest
American poet."
*Hope won its league basketball title by defeating
Kalamazoo 34 to 26 in the "roughest game seen
here this season." Hope's star center was sidelined
by a jab to the eye. "Poor officiating during the
entire game was largely responsible for the football
tactics in the last half, each quintet being too
speedy for the high school referee."
*A cigar ad was followed the next week by an
editorial explaining that the editor was "heart and

GUY AND PIPP GILLETTE

by garry trudeau

environment and its government
policies. Now take into account
the fact that the computer now
runs at least 60 percent of all
business functions, not to mention your own cl^ss mix-ups. What
you have is a perfect set-up for a
real-live fairy-tale.
Take one country, the wicked
Queen, one computer, the magic
mirror, and throw in a smaller
country or someone you favor,
and suddenly it begins to look like
the old seven Dwarfs all over
again. This is not to say that
Henry Kissinger is the handsome
Prince; that is merely speculation.
Any way you cut it, the whole
thing can be enjoyable- to work
with. ,
Somehow the idea of making
war enjoyable isn't enjoyable anymore, but the solution to looking
at war by making it a fairy-tale
can be. If people would only
laugh at what they see and take a
more optimistic viewpoint, then
the solutions might come easier.
The only reason Snow White
wasn't killed off in the first scene
was because she was an optimist.
"Someday my prince will come,"
she sings out, and the sociology
majors of the world are saying the
same thing, only with charts and
formulas. Snow White should not
become the patron saint of all soc.
majors (and I include econ. majors
in that also), but if one were to try
her formula in place of some of the
more difficult ones, life might be
easier to handle.
All it involves is a little extra
work, maybe in the form of doing

1919

SAC presents Coffee
House Circuit duo
Talent from the New York
Coffee House Circuit returns to
Hope next week when the Social
Activities Committee presents
Guy and Pipp Gillette.
The musical team will perform
next Thursday in the Pit at 9 and
10:15 p.m. and Friday and Saturday at 9,10:15 and 11:30 p.m.
Many of the original songs the
brother team will perform were

by letting your Imagination go
wandering, it also proves for a bit
of enjoyment in your life.
Just imagine all those times
when you wished you could just
blow off an hour and a half, sit
down, and laugh, cry, get angry
and involved, all at the same time.
Snow White, all by her lonesome
self, does that for you.
The whole question df getting
work done is answered in the song
"Whistle While you Work." Even
if the only song you know is by
The Grateful Dead, try whistling
it and you may realize that your
World Lit. reading only took you a
half hour when your roommate
told you it would take an hour
and a half, or else you might start
getting a lot of calls from the
opposite sex asking you out for
dates. Who knows?
There are countless possibilities. All those long trips back and
forth from the East might not
seem so long if you try singing
"Heigh-Ho, Heigh Ho" all the
way. The worst that can happen is
that you'll get an uncontrollable
case of the laughs.
By way of summation, the first
view is by fantasy, or seeing the
movie as an extension of your
everyday fairy-tales. The "second
way of seeing.it might be tenned
more "practical," since it involves
a step-by-step procedure. This is
the ^ psychological-sociological
point of view.
Israel is at war with Egypt,
Ireland is divided over religious
differences, and the U.S. of A. is
still at war with its economy, its
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soul opposed to the appearance of tobacco ads in
the anchor and that as long as the present authorities remain in office, such undesirable advertisements will be tabooed." The ad that did manage to
appear "occurred without the knowledge of the
editor or business managers.''
^
The editorial went on to say that the anchor
"should not lower itself to the plane of other
publications by running tobacco ads and other
'objectionable stuff.'"
x
*With the end of "the world war," it became
necessary to solicit suggestions to replace the second
line of the Hope yell: ^'H-O-P-E, Zip, rah bang!/
Down with the Kaiser and the 'Potsdam Gang'!"
^Memorial services were also held upon the death of
ex-president Teddy Roosevelt. The mood on
campus was described a? "a nausea of sadness and
heaviness of heart."
*An ad run by the General Electric Company
lauded the U.S.S. New Mexico, "the first battleship
of any nation to be electrically propelled."
*An anchor editorial decried the growing spectre of
Bolshevism "Six months ago, Bolshevism was a
popular topic for table talk. Now it is a real demon
in our midst and we fear i t . . . . The alien agitator or
the radical Red needs no sympathy, merits no
mercy, deserves nothing but the swift and terrible
arm of the law."
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Prof initiates project

Voorhees lab gets new face
The walls of the Voorhees lab,
once yellowing and drab, have
taken on a new face of bright
colors and designs created by student Mary Mulder.
Associate Professor of Education Dr. Daniel Paul, who initiated
the project last semester, stated,
"The room was drab. This particu-

FOR SALE-CRAIG 8-TRACK
PLAYER STEREO COMPONENT
ASSORTED TAPES, TAPE
CARRYING CASE...$30.00
CALL...2127
-WIFE WANTEDSERIOUS BLACK BUSINESSMAN
SEEKS CLEAN, EXTREMELY
BEAUTIFUL, VIRTUOUS BLACK
MILLIONAIRESS TO LOVE AND
MARRY. RELIGIOUS, VEGETARIAN
PREFERRED.
TELEPHONE: (313) 921-3118

lar project started over my-feeling
that the room didn't represent a
good atmosphere for learning and
teaching in. I try to stress to my
elementary education students,
who are usually prospective teachers, the importance of creating a
comfortable classroom for leam• - n
ing.
Originally, Paul thought the
class would decorate the shades
over the windows, and later decided to paint the walls using the
different subjects they had
studied as themes. On one of the
walls there is a picture of a boy
reading and several children play-

HEAVENS WORTH
APPEARING AT THE
. HOLIDAY INN
FEBRUARY 2nd thru 28th

ing. Dr. Paul explained that both
activities portrayed are important
parts of school learning. Other
painted areas in the room are
representative of the different
dikiplines in elementary education.
* With permission from the business office, Mary Mulder, a stu-*
dent in Paul's class, started
planning the designs and during
exam week of last semester she
devoted a great deal of her time to
working on it, with the help of
students Pat Hahn, P^ul Hendricks, Ruth Muyskens and
Paul.
^ "One of the most interesting
aspects of the project," Paul
stated, "was that Mary used the
overhead projector, a teaching .
tool she had learned in class, to ELEMENTARY ART-To emphasize the Importance of creating a
make her job of transferring the comfortable classroom atmosphere, Mary Mulder designed the artwork
designs on paper to the walls in Voorhees lab using subjects of her elementary education class as
themes.
much easier."

Student designs costumes

RESEARCH PAPERS

One act leads to another

THOUSANDS ON FILE

Send for your up-to-date, 160-page, mail order catalog of
51500 topics. Encloie $1.00 to cover postage and handling.

COLLEGIATE RESEARCH
1720 PONTIUS AVE., SUITE 201
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
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Zip
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by Robert Niedt
Quick! Name the one thing
that stands out the most in a'
Hope theater production. Too
tough to answer? That's because
in every production excellence in
theater is the goal.
In order to achieve that excellence, every person involved must
work closely with one another.
Ask Carol Yeckel. She's the costume designer for the upcoming
production of Anything Goes.
Yeckel's interest in theater is
wide-from directing and acting to
play writing and costume design.
This year she has assistant directed one main stage show. The
Matchmaker. On top of her job as

costume designer for Anything
Goes, she is directing a show of
her own in March.
"When I first came to Hope I
was an English major with an
interest in theater, history and
criticism. I started taking some
theater history courses," Yeckel
explained. "I liked it so well that I
became a theater major."
How did she get the job of
costume designer?
"It all started about two summers ago," explained Yeckel. "I
took an Intro, to Theater course
and got a job with Mary [Laboratory Director and Costume Cutter
Mary Schakel]. Then in the fall I
got a job in the costume shop as a
seamstress and learned cutting.
"I worked last summer for the

things
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Summer Theater and designed other designer. But Dick[Smith],
costumes for the Children's Per- Mary [Schakel] and Michael
formance Troupe of the Hope Grindstaff
[lighting designer]
Summer Repertory Theater. Then * realize that this is my first producthis year I was asked to design for tion, and they all go out of their
Anything Goes and I said 'Yes, of way to make sure I've thought of
the things I've done."
course!' "
The need for a costume deYeckel did much of her resigner is extremely important. All search on the show during Christcostumes for Hope productions mas. Her ideas for the designs
are built, never rented, as is done come from Vogue magazine and
at many other college theaters. other
period
magazines-the
Richard Smith designs costumes musical is set in the 1930's.
for most of the Hope productions,
She also had her* own ideas
but Yeckel got the offer to design about how she wanted the cosfor Anything Goes.
tumes to look and after studying
Would this cause conflicts with the characters in the script she
the staff, a student designing cos- worked from there. As for how
tumes?
color in the costumes goes, she
"The things in a production get consults Michael Grindstaff to see
separated from academic," replied what colors he will use in the
Yeckel. "From the production production to achieve the perfect
standpoint, I'm looked on as an- balance.

Hearts and Minds to
be presented Tuesday
Hearts and Minds, winner of
the academy award for best documentary feature, will be shown on
Tuesday at 7 p.m. in Winants
Auditorium of Graves Hall. Admission is free.
According to Dr. Alan Bedell,
assistant professor of German, the
film is an examination of the
American consciousness that led
to U.S. involvement in Vietnam.
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STUDENTS-GET 20% OFF
ON AD THIS SIZE...
. '
COLLEGE-TOWN HAS A VESTED
INTEREST IN CORDUROY! . ' . . Totally together . . . totally great
. . totally the most dynamite
outfit of the season! Begin with
a fitted blazer, match a flair skirt
m-;. with hardware detailing, then add
THE vest . . . THE accessory of
the year! A long sleeve multistripe shirt adds the final touch.
All in sizes 5/6 to 15/16.

v

Ft)R SALE:
300-LB. PIG HOUSE
TRAINED
CALL 2924 AFTER 6 PM
X'

DuMez

31-33 EAST 8TH ST.
HOLLAND

Controversial since its completion, the film's makers first had to
overcome legal entanglements
with former presidential advisor
Walt Rostow before it could be
released to the American public.
Hearts and Mlhds includes exclusive interviews with General
Willaim Westmoreland, former
Secretary of Defense Clark Clifford, Senator William Fulbright
and Walt Rostow. The film was
two years in the making with
filming on three continents.

.

REG. $2^0-NOW $2.00

Classics prof
awarded grant
Brooks
Wheeler,
assistant
professor of classics in the department of foreign languages and
literatures, has been awarded a
$500 grant by the committee on
Classical Humanities in the American Republic of the American
Philological Association.
The grant will allow Wheeler to
bring lecturers to Hope this year
to discuss aspects of the classical
influence on early America. The
grant will also defray the expenses
of the main speaker at the spring
meeting of the Michigan Classical
Conference.
The grant reflects Wheeler's
concern for the strengthening of
programs in classics.
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Update-A dmissions

REDEEM THIS COUPON & SAVE ' •VtV.V.Vi

Applications drop slightly
Although the number of applications received by the admissions office is down slightly from
last year, Director of Admissions
Tom LaBaugh said that the students now applying "are better
academically." /
Currently applications are running 4.5 percent behind last year's
rate. However, that figure represents an improvement from an 18
percent lag at the beginning of the
semester.
LaBaugh pointed out that the
average G.P.A. for applicants rose
from 3.25 to 3.34. ^Iso, in sharp
contrast to the national trend
toward lower test scores, Hope
applicants' average ACT score was
24, while scores on the SAT rose
from 490 to 497 on the verbal
section and from 540 to 551 on
the math portion of the test.

The higher G.P.A.'s and test
scores are probably a result of the
admissions office's extensive recruiting efforts. Assistant Director
Mark DeRoo estimates that he
personally contacts 100 to 150
high schools a year.
According to LaBaugh, between
700 and 800 high schools are
ultimately contacted. . Among
other sources of potential students are alumni recommenda- •
tions, Reformed Chureh^ youth
groups and Hope students with
eligible brothers and sisters. For
the fall semester of 1976, the
admissions office will be able to
draw students from a pool of
about 12,000 names.
"Right now we're just trying to
stabilize
our
enrollment,"
LaBaugh said. He^ anticipates a'l
slight decrease in applications in

the ftiture since the number of
high school seniors has also
dropped.
"We don't anticipate any
problems," LaBaugh added, "the
school has always done a pretty
good job of selling itself."
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GUIDE TO MOXEY
FOR HIGHER EDUCATION
Guide to more than 2 5 0 , 0 0 0 Scholarships and
Financial Aid Source — items valued at over
$ 5 0 0 million dollars.
Contains the most up-to-date information on;
Scholarships,, grants, aids, fellowships, loans, work-study programs,
cooperative education programs; and summer job opportunities; for
study at colleges, vocational and technical schools, paraprofessional
training, c o m m u n i t y or two-year colleges, graduate schools, and postgraduate study or research; funded on national, regional, and local
levels by the federal government, states, cities^ foundations, corporations, trade unions, professional associations, fraternal organizations,
and minority organizations. M o n e y is available for both average as well
as excellent students, both with and without need.

BENNETT PUBLISHING CO.
Dept. 214,102 Charies Street, Boston, Mass. 02114.
Please rush me
copies of G U I D E T O M O N E Y F O R H I G H E R E D U C A T I O N at $5.95 plus 50c for postage and handling for each copy.
I am enclosing $
(check or money order).
Name
Adddress
City

State

Zip
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those were the days

My lost imagination

If you are fed up with synthetics, cheap imports, stuff that
claims to be "just as good",
rejoice.
Genuine FRYE boots, from the
new Americana collection. Allleather, bench-crafted, boots for
today's men and women.

DOWNTOWN HOLLAND AND ZEELAND

by Karen Dimon
This was to protect the women in long satin gowns
In the backyard of my home was a large area,
and the men in knickers and plumed hats from any
about 100 feet by 50 feet, of field. This place was
enemies.
rather barren, except for 20 or 30 enormously tall
Next, I pretended I had been attacked by a tribe
pine trees, which were in clusters or groups-surof savage Indians. They had buried me in the sand
rounding my sandy playground.
so that the man-eating ants could eat me alive. As I
Scattered among and around these trees, that
was being eaten, the tall, red-skinned men dressed in
seemed to extend almost to the clouds, was a small
feathers and rawhide danced around me. They
number of scrubby, practically leafless, bushes and
shouted war and death calls as the drum sounded in
bits of crablike grass pushing its way through the
a steady beat. It was times like these that made me
sand, trying to survive.
grow to love my little playground.
There were no houses in sight, although because of
I have only seen my backyard once again since
my shortness in height, the view was somewhat
we moved away. I'm sure that a drastic change has
limited. On bright sunny days when I used to play
not occurred there, maybe a few more bushes or
there the air lacked the presence of any moisture
trees have come and others have gone. It is still
and it had a strange, indescribable odor. The white,
quite barren and about the same size. Only now 100
dry sand seemed to glimmer and sparkle in the sun.
feet by 50 feet does not seem quite as large as it
The most attractive and luring - part in this little
used to. The tall, dark, rough-looking pine trees are
scene was probably the sand.
the same, only their height is not as towering as
I loved it here because this was where my
before.
imagination would run free. I can remember going
The scrubby bushes and crablike grass give the
out early one morning and deciding to dig to China.
area a desolate and almost unappealing appearance
The whole time I was digging my mind was
to me now. No new houses have been built The
imagining vivid pictures of what I was going to
reason being that this land did not prove to be good
find-coolies, little hard-working Chinese men, pullfor much of anything, except maybe little boys and
ing people around in little cartlike ricshaws.
girls. The sand-has remained White and pure, but it
I saw about 10,000 four-foot high, slanted-eyed,
does not have, the same appeal as before.
and yellow-skinned people, dressed in brightly
This place will always bring back fond memories
colored silk clothes, moving very quickly, working
but the ability of this little area to bring out or
and bargaining with one another.
allow my imagination to run free has been lost with
My mind then changed to imagining a large city r the passing of time. I no longer dream of far away
built out of sand. The supplies I used were orahge
places or the people there, or even castles and
juice cans, tuna fish cans, paper cups'and my
Indians. Maybe it is because I have learned more or
sandpail. I saw them as large stone buildings and a
experienced more. Maybe my imagination has been
castle in the center with tower$ extending in four
stifled; maybe it's just been rechanneled. But I have
comers.
lost the freshness, vividness and simplicity of childr
The buildings were completely surrounded by a
hood.
'
•^
v:v
sand wall and a moat of blue water on the outside.
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Flying Fritas gain first victory of season
The Hope Flying Fritas? You
never heard of 'em? Then you've
never seen the Hope women's
basketball team. And you're missing some great games with some
good athletes. •
The Fritas are deep in experienced players and solid underclassmen. Senior co-captains Pat
Muyskens and Jean Lambert head
up a starting lineup with juniors
Sue Dirkse, Mime Baar and Sue

Van Dis^.
Strong off the bench with
three years' varsity experience are
Jan Buelow and Mary Kolean.
Mary Jo Bertsh and Barb Geeting
are returning varsity players as
sophomores
while
promising
freshmen Robin Law, Laurie
McAllister and Jane Boeve see
plenty of action.
Rookie coaqh Carol Braaksma
seemed pleased with Tuesday

night's romp over Albion 56-33.
The win was Hope's first in three
outings, and . was their best
looking performance as well.
The first half was the smoothest offensive showing of the year
by far as the Fritas ran give and
go's all around the slugging Albion
defense. Had Hope made a better
portion of the layups they so
keenly worked for they would
have called the game at half time.
Hope edged out to a 30-16 half
time lead, led by Buelow and
Lambert's rebounding and Lambert's ten pointy. Floor generals
Dirkse and Baar repeatedly found
gaping holes in the Briton defense
with quick passes.
The second half saw Albion
keep pace with Hope until the
Fritas' Muyskens got a hot hand
with 9:25 to go and the score at
36-28. Hope then out-scored the
Britons 20-5, and coasted to the
win. Muyskens scored all her 14
points in the second half, and
Lambert led all scorers with 18
points.
In earlier games, Hope lost to
Saginaw Valley State College
55-31, and lost to Grand Valley's
second team. They travelled to
Olivet yesterday, with the big
MIAA contest against Calvin to be
in the Armory this Tuesday at 7
p.m.

Hope defeats" Adrian

Some things never change
TAKE HEED!
S T U D E N T P A R K I N G L O T S WILL BE
PLOWED N E X T WEEK. C A R S NOT
M O V E D WILL BE I M P O U N D E D AT
OWNER'S EXPENSE.
T U E S D A Y - K O L L E N LOT
THURSDAY-PHYS.-MATH & COLUMBIA LOTS
C A R S MUST BE M O V E D BY 12 N O O N .

In an age when changes abound
and constancy is the exception
rather than the rule, it's nice to
know that one thing remains the
same-Hope still beats Adrian at
the Holland Civic Center.
The men's basketball team
slipped past Adrian 82-80 last
Wednesday night, marking the
20th straight time that Hope has
defeated the Bulldogs in Holland.
The latest victory was not an
easy accomplishment, though.

from the sidelines

Women's track
~ by Doug Irons
Since a look out the window would confirm your
first thought that, "Hey, it's still the middle of
w i n t e r ! w i t h a women's Track^nd Field organizational meeting coming up, you might wonder, with
cause, if some people's calendars are set a couple
months too far ahead.
- .
But, believe it or not, this is really a good time to
fmd out what's going on behind this apparently
premature get-together. Leading this advance drive
to organize a competitive women's Track and Field
at Hope is junior Mary Kolean.
Kolean, currently on the women's basketball
squad, is Hope's most active competitive female
runner. As a frosh she won both the intramural
Cross-Country (Dutchman Trot) and Track (100
yard dash) meets.
Last year she duplicated her Trot victory in the
fall, and in the spring grabbed third' in the 440 at
the informal Women's MIAA Track championship;
she was Hope's lone entrant in the meet. During
both years she traveled on her own to other schools
^including Michigan State and U. of M.) in search of
meets to participate in. This fall Mary often
practiced with Hope's men's Cross-Country team.
An attempt was made last year to have a
women's Track squad here, however, as Mary
explained, "We had a very informal team last year.
Disorganized is more the word. There was little or
no planning done ahead of time. Meets were thrown

together at the last minute; no one knew the events
that the other team was going to run, so we couldn't"
plan to run a specific event."
Mary observed that "A lot of girls were disappointed (by what happened last year). There was a
real lack of direction at practices, so many felt no
real push to practice hard. Hopefully, that won't
happen again."
Stressing the importance of this initial organizational meeting, Mary notedl "If enough interest is
shown now, jthe meets will be set up ahead of time.
But we'll have to have a 'significant' number of girls
in order to assure the athletic department that there
will actually be a Hope team, not just a couple of
girls. It. may vary, but 12 or 15 girls will almost
surely be 'significant.'Another, good reason for holding the meeting
now is that knowing who else is interested in
coming out, there should be some extra incentive to
do pre-season training. This would be especially true
if we get more girls out and have the possibility of
more than one girl per event."
- Concluding on an optimistic note, Mary made
the following comment: "Last semester, and this
one, people have been coming up to me with names
of girls interested in running."
Female spikers, the call has gone o u t To
paraphrase the old U.S. Army poster: "The Grange
and Blue wants'YOU!" Be there on February sixth
in the Phelps conference room, at 5 p.m.'

The Dutchmen had to rely on
some exceptional shooting, particularly by Dan Van Pemis, to
obtain their narrow win.
Hope led at the intermission
46-44, and the Dutchmen had
increased their edge to 56-50 early
in the second half when Dwayne
Boyce picked up his fourth per>
sonal foul. Boyce's departure to
the bench could have keyed a
Bulldog comeback, but with substitute Wes VandeStreek filling in
capably at center and Van Pemis
hitting consistently, Hope held on
to its lead.
The Dutchmen increased the
margin to eight points on several
occasions, but each time they put
a little daylight between themselves and Adrian, the Bulldogs
fought back. A Steve VanderHyde
bucket with 3:23 left, boosted the
Dutchmen lead to 80-73 and
prompted an Adrian timeout.
When play resumed Adrian
began pressing and Hope started
stalling, and the tactics combined
to spark a Bulldog comeback.
Adrian scored seven straight
points to knot the score at 80
apiece with just over a minute
remaining.
_ . The k Dutchmen then ran the
clock, working for a last shot, and
with nine seconds remaining-Van
Pemis was fouled. He coolly stepped to the charity line and sank,
two foul shots, giving Hope an
82-80 lead. Adrian called time
with five seconds left, but their

final shot rolled around the rim
and off, thus preserving the exciting Dutchmen triumph.
For the game, Hope hit an
amazing 63 percent of its fieldgoal tries. Van Pemis led all
scorers with a career-high 28
points, while, Jim Holwerda and
Chris Peterson added 15 and 13
points, respectively. Brad Thompson was the high man for the
Bulldogs with 21 points.
Last Saturday night, the
Dutchmen traveled to Trinity
Christian and defeated Trinity for
the second t i m e this season,
76-62. Hope led for the entire
game and was never really threatened. Leading at the half 35-24,
the Dutchmen blitzed Trinity
15-4 in the first five minutes of
the second half to open a commanding 50-28 lead, and all that
remained was the countdown to
the final buzzer.
Hope had a balanced scoring
attack, with Van Pemis' and Holwerda hitting 14 points apiece,
Kevin Clark a career-high of 13,
and Peterson 11. Boyce enjoyed a
good game on the boards with 11
rebounds.
The cagers next contest is
tomorrow afternoon at Olivet.

186 Rhrer Avenue

Stop by and try your luck at

Valentine
Gifts and Cards

#

BAKER BOOK HOUSE
GEL'S GUITAR
GALLERY
GUITARrONSTRUCTION
REPAIR AND SALES
23—E. 8th, HOLLAND, M I C H /
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Pinball-featuring the "Wizard"

•Air Hockey
#

Electronic Gamtt

#

Foo shall

Hours: Monday through Friday
M p.m.
Saturday
rtoon'tilllGpjn.

